JLUS EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

What is a Joint Land Use Study?

A

Joint Land Use Study (JLUS) is a
planning process accomplished
through the collaborative efforts
of a comprehensive list of stakeholders
in a defined study area in order to
identify compatible land uses and growth
management practices in communities
close to active military installations. These
stakeholders include local community,
state, and federal officials, residents,
business owners, nongovernmental
organizations, and the military. The
Kingsley Field JLUS was a collaborative
planning effort that included the City
of Klamath Falls and Klamath County as
community partners.
The intent of this planning effort was
to foster and enhance an ongoing
working relationship between Kingsley
Field / Oregon National Guard (ORANG),
federal and state agencies, neighboring
jurisdictions, and local organizations. The
JLUS was developed under the guidance
of three main objectives.

Understanding. Convene community

and military representatives to
identify, confirm, and understand
the compatibility issues in an open
forum, taking into consideration
both community and Kingsley Field
perspectives and needs. This includes
public awareness, education, and input
as part of a cohesive outreach program.

The strategies proposed include both
operational measures to mitigate
installation impacts on surrounding
communities, and local government
and agency approaches to reduce
community impacts on military
operations. These strategies will help
decision makers resolve compatibility
issues and prioritize projects within
the annual budgeting process of their
respective entity / jurisdiction.

Collaboration. Encourage cooperative

land use and resource planning
by Kingsley Field and surrounding
communities so that future
community growth and development
are compatible with the training and
operational missions at Kingsley Field,
while at the same time seeking ways
to reduce operational impacts on
adjacent lands.

Actions. Provide a set of mutually

supported tools, activities, and
procedures (strategies) that local
jurisdictions, agencies, and Kingsley
Field can implement in order to avoid
and reduce compatibility issues.

Why is it Important to Partner
with Kingsley Field?
It is important to partner with Kingsley
Field on relevant and long-range planning
projects to ensure the viability and
sustainability of the economic impact and
community benefit that Kingsley Field
provides to the local region. Kingsley Field
is the third largest employer in Klamath
County, and in FY 2014, had an economic
impact of more than $114,682,100.
The JLUS process strives to deepen the
understanding of the mutual benefit
shared between the installation and the
surrounding region.

Compatibility Assessment
To provide a comprehensive assessment of potential
compatibility issues, the Kingsley Field JLUS process
looked at 25 compatibility factors (topics), shown on
the table to the right. Compatibility, in relation to
military readiness, can be defined as the balance or
compromise between community needs and interests
and military needs and interests. As the third largest
employer in Klamath County, it is important to the
health of the regional economy for Kingsley Field and
the local jurisdictions to work together as partners in
compatibility. The goal of compatibility planning is
to promote an environment where both community
and military can coexist successfully. A number of
compatibility factors influence whether community and
military plans, programs, and activities are compatible or
in conflict with the military mission.
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25 COMPATIBILITY
COMPATIBILITY CHART
FACTORS
AQ
AT
BIO
CA
COM
CR
DSS
ED
FSC
FSI
LHA
IE

Air Quality
Anti-Terrorism / Force Protection
Biological Resources
Climate Adaptation
Coordination / Communication
Cultural Resources
Dust / Smoke / Steam
Energy Development
Frequency Spectrum Capacity
Frequency Spectrum Impedance /
Interference
Local Housing Availability
Infrastructure Extensions

LAS
LU
LEG
LG
MAR
NOI
PT
RC
SA
SNR
VO
V
WQQ

Land / Air / Sea Spaces
Land Use
Legislative Initiatives
Light and Glare
Marine Environments
Noise
Public Trespassing
Roadway Capacity
Safety Zones
Scarce Natural Resources
Vertical Obstructions
Vibration
Water Quality / Quantity
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The Kingsley Field JLUS Study
Area was designed to address all
lands near Kingsley Field that may
impact current or future military
operations or be impacted by
Kingsley Field operations. The
Kingsley Field JLUS Study Area is
located in south-central Oregon,
and includes land that is situated
beneath all of the defined military
mission footprints, such as the
noise contours, Bird / Wildlife Air
Strike Hazard (BASH) areas, safety
zones, and areas within the airfield
imaginary surfaces. The Study Area
includes all of Klamath Falls and
portions of Klamath County.
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The Kingsley Field JLUS was conducted as
a collaborative planning effort between
the following project partners:
Figure 1-2
ww City of Klamath Falls
Kingsley
Field
JLUS
Study
Area
ww Klamath County, and
ww Kingsley Field / ORANG

The JLUS planning process was designed
to create a locally relevant study that
builds consensus and obtains support
from community stakeholders. The public
was instrumental in the development of
this JLUS by providing their perspective
and feedback, both in the JLUS public
workshops and via the project website:
www.kingsleyjlus.com.

The development of the study was also
guided by two committees comprised
of community and military stakeholder
representatives.
THE POLICY COMMITTEE, made up of
elected and appointed officials, provided
project oversight, guidance, and decisionmaking.
THE TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
provided recommendations to the
policy committee. They assisted in
the identification and assessment of
compatibility issues, development of
recommendations, and overall report
development.
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JLUS Recommended Strategies
The heart of the Kingsley Field JLUS is the
set of the 61 recommended strategies
that address the 28 compatibility issues
identified. Since the Kingsley Field JLUS
is the result of a collaborative planning
process, the strategies represent a
true consensus plan — a realistic and

coordinated approach to compatibility
planning developed with the support of
stakeholders involved throughout the
process. The strategies developed are
uniquely tailored for this JLUS and respect
the local context.

The key to the implementation of the
strategies developed is the establishment
of a JLUS Coordination Committee to
oversee the implementation of the JLUS
recommended strategies. Through this
Committee, local jurisdictions, Kingsley
Field, federal and state agencies, and

JLUS Strategies Identified
Air Quality
ww Coordinate with Oregon Department
of Environmental Quality on PM2.5
monitoring efforts
ww Educate the public on the
importance of no burning on Red
Days

Anti-Terrorism / Force
Protection
ww Update CL-KR Airport Master Plan
ww Budget for and construct airfield
perimeter fencing that meets DOD
regulations

Biological Resources
ww Evaluate the feasibility of
transferring milk-vetch from the
airfield area to the Collins tract site
ww Conduct feasibility study for transfer
of milk-vetch species to Collins tract
ww Develop management plan for milkvetch

Communication /
Coordination
ww Establish a JLUS Coordination
Committee
ww The JLUS Coordination Committee to
develop a JLUS Committee Charter
and apply for an OEA grant to fund
JLUS recommendations
ww Full-time City employee to
administer JLUS Coordination
Committee
ww Incorporate Kingsley Field / ORANG
as one of the agencies that reviews
and comments on development
applications / proposals and
rezonings via Memorandum of
Understanding
ww Invite an ORANG representative
to serve as a non-voting technical
advisor
ww Invite Kingsley Field into planning
process for plans/policy updates

ww Develop and adopt a Solar Energy
Ordinance
ww Coordinate with DOD Siting
Clearinghouse
ww Formalize the review of alternative
energy proposals
ww Advocate to State legislature on
alternative energy
ww Amend Geothermal Overlay Zone
ww Develop a Geothermal Ordinance
ww Develop a Geothermal Development
Compatibility map

Frequency Spectrum
Impedance / Interference
ww Conduct a Frequency Source
Identification Study
ww Advocate for additional bandwidth

ww Technical support for local decisionmaking process

Land / Air / Sea Spaces

ww Train local jurisdiction planning staff

ww Update avigation and perpetual
easements

ww Create and maintain a local GIS data
clearinghouse
ww Establish a communication process
for notifying local jurisdictions of
mission activities and changes
ww Develop Memorandum of
Understanding to communicate
policy/regulation updates
ww Coordinate information sharing
between Kingsley Field and CL-KR
Airport
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Energy Development

ww Update CL-KR Airport Master Plan

other interested parties can continue
their initial work together to establish
procedures, recommend or refine
specific actions for members, and make
adjustments to strategies over time to
ensure that the JLUS continues to resolve
key compatibility issues into the future.

Legislative Initiatives
ww Explore wildlife policies for military
compatibility

Land Use
ww Establish a Military Influence Area
Overlay District (MIAOD) and Topical
Military Influence Areas (MIAs)

Concurrent with the efforts of the JLUS
Coordination Committee, each JLUS
Partner is responsible for establishing
their own course of action to implement
the strategies unique to them through
collaboration of their leadership, planners,
and the public.

Safety Zones
ww Resolve ESQD arc easement status
ww Update plans and amend zoning
ordinances
ww Acquisition of land near airfield
ww Readiness Environmental Protection
Integration (REPI)

ww Develop an AICUZ Study

ww Consider Public-Public Public-Private
(P4) Partnerships for cost savings

ww Kingsley Field officials in airport
planning

ww Public notification of rifle range
activity

ww Update statewide planning goals

ww Fund and construct indoor firing
range

Noise
ww Obtain State authorization to
establish local sound attenuation
standards for new construction
ww Obtain State authorization to
establish local sound attenuation
standards for significant expansion /
remodeling
ww Develop and provide sound
attenuation educational support
ww Record notes on titles to real
property
ww Enhance and formalize
communications about scheduled
operations via media and social
media notifications
ww Amend county LDC and City zoning
ordinance for military compatibility

ww Coordinate with Burlington Northern
Santa Fe (BNSF) And Union Pacific
(UP) on consideration of railroad
relocation

The strategies developed during the JLUS
process are described in detail in Chapter
6 of the JLUS Report. The following list
provides a highlight of the key strategies
that were developed and agreed to by the
JLUS Partners.

Vertical Obstructions
ww Create Overlay District for
Imaginary Surfaces Heights and
Slopes
ww Update Airport Master Plan for
Imaginary Surfaces Heights and
Slopes
ww Create Imaginary Surface maps of
Study Area
ww Establish local process for FAA
obstruction evaluation

Water Quality / Quantity
ww Regional Water Resources Studies

ww Possible land swap between Kingsley
Field / CL–KR Airport and BNSF
and UP
ww Explore the advantages of an FAA
Joint Civilian-Military Use airfield
designation
ww Map future approach, departure,
and safety zones for crosswind
runway extension
ww Airfield DOD Safety Zone land use
evaluation
ww Update Klamath County multijurisdictional natural hazards
mitigation plan
ww Amend county LDC for military
compatibility
ww Continue to coordinate on airfield
development
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Military
Influence Areas

Airfield Safety

Noise

In compatibility planning, the term
“Military Influence Area” (MIA)
is used to formally designate a
geographic area where the military
operations may impact the local
communities, and conversely,
where local activities may affect
the military’s ability to conduct its
mission. The MIAs are geographic
areas where specific types of
recommended JLUS strategies apply.
An MIA is designed to accomplish the
following:

The Airfield
Safety MIA
addresses
areas that
could be
affected
by aircraft
associated
with military flight operations. The Airfield
Safety MIA comprises two components –
the Bird / Wildlife Aircraft Strike Hazard
(BASH) Relevancy Area and Accident
Potential Zones associated with the
airfield. The Accident Potential Zones are
a subzone of the MIA that extend outside
the installation boundary.

Noise is often
a concern to
the public
surrounding
military
installations
with flying
missions. The
Kingsley Field Noise MIA includes all land
located off-installation within the 65
dB DNL noise contour associated with
aircraft operations at Crater Lake-Klamath
Falls Regional Airport. This MIA has four
subzones, which correspond to the four
different noise contours that extend
beyond the airport property.

ESQD Safety

Vertical Obstruction

The Kingsley
Field Explosive
Safety Quantity
Distance
(ESQD)
Safety MIA
encompasses
the land within
the ESQD arc of the munitions storage
facilities. Due to the stand-off distances
associated with the munitions storage
facilities, the extent of the area that
should be protected is illustrated in this
MIA. The ESQD arc that surrounds the
munitions storage facilities is designed
to protect public health and safety in the
event of an accident by recommending
restrictions on use within this area.

The Kingsley
Field Vertical
Obstruction
MIA serves
to protect
important
flight areas
for aircraft
that operate out of Crater Lake-Klamath
Regional Airport. This MIA includes the
imaginary surfaces and the FAR Part 77
Vertical Obstruction Evaluation areas.
Imaginary surfaces are a 3-D geographic
area comprising approach and departure
airspace corridors and safety buffers.
Vertical obstruction heights are a major
concern for flight operations due to the
potential for a structure to extend into
navigable airspace, which could impede
safe flight operations and put both
pilots and citizens on the ground at risk.
Vertical obstructions that can affect flight
safety include, but are not limited to,
cell towers, power lines, wind turbines,
buildings, and trees.

ww Promote an orderly transition
between community and military
land uses so that land uses remain
compatible;
ww Protect public health, safety, and
welfare;
ww Maintain operational capabilities
of military installations and areas;
ww Promote an awareness of the
size and scope of military training
areas to protect areas separate
from the actual military installation
(e.g., flight paths) used for training
purposes; and
ww Delineate a geographic area where
strategies are recommended to
support compatibility and the JLUS
goals and objectives.
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Influence Areas (MIAs) as
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Proposed Zoning
Overlay
The Military Influence Area
Overlay District (MIAOD)
is a zoning technique that
helps to ensure the JLUS
strategies are applied to
the appropriate geographic
areas, and that locations
that are not subject to a
specific compatibility issue
are not adversely impacted
by regulations or policies
inappropriate for their
location or circumstance.
The MIAOD encompasses all
the MIAs and its geographic
boundary is defined by the
largest MIA boundary. The
MIAOD, when used by local
jurisdictions, can address
ways to mitigate existing or
prevent future compatibility
issues.
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Figure 15

Military Influence Area Overlay District (MIAOD)
Fig15_JLUS_KF_MIAOD_2016_07_12d_CML.pdf
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Executive Summary

JLUS Documents
Three JLUS documents, each providing different levels of information, are available to
the public, elected and appointed officials, and the military. These documents provide
an overview of the JLUS process, an assessment of existing compatibility issues, and
recommended strategies in the Implementation Plan that mitigate existing or prevent
future compatibility issues. These documents are as follows.

Joint Land Use Study
The JLUS report presents an overview of the JLUS planning process, purpose, and
objectives of the study and the recommended strategies. The report presents a concise
description of the following:
ww JLUS project Study Area, including the Kingsley Field mission overview;
ww Population profile and economic overview of the communities in the JLUS Study Area;
ww Summary of the compatibility factors and existing issues identified during the JLUS
process; and
ww Set of recommended strategies to mitigate existing or prevent future encroachment
and to proactively achieve land use compatibility.

Background Report
ww The JLUS Background Report provides the technical background and detailed
assessment of the compatibility factors and issues identified as part of the JLUS project.

Executive Summary
ww The JLUS Executive Summary serves as a quick reference describing the purpose of a
JLUS and providing an overview of the key JLUS strategies and Military Influence Areas.
This study was prepared under contract with the City of Klamath Falls, with financial support from the Office
of Economic Adjustment, Department of Defense. The content reflects the views of the City of Klamath Falls
and the jurisdictions, agencies and organizations participating in the JLUS program, and does not necessarily
reflect the views of the Office of Economic Adjustment.

For Additional Information Contact:
City of Klamath Falls
500 Klamath Avenue
Klamath Falls, OR 97601
Phone: (541) 883-5316
Rev. 2016 07 12b
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